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Introduction
Hywel Morgan farms beef and sheep
at Esgairllaethdy Myddfai, Llandovery,
Carmarthenshire, Wales, on the western end
of the Brecon Beacons.
The farm comprises 230 acres, including
20 acres of rented land, 50 acres of
conservation grazing, plus grazing rights
on the adjoining common land known as
Myndd Du. There are also 25 acres of native
woodland.

The livestock are: Llandovery Whiteface
Ewes (Improved Welsh Mountain ewes), a
suckler herd of Highland Cows and Hereford
Cross Cows all put to a Beef Shorthorn Bull.
Hywel sells his produce through farmers
markets direct to customers, where he loves
talking about how his animals are reared
and used as a tool to manage the land for
biodiversity.

How important is nature friendly
farming and why?
Producing high quality food, looking
after the environment, managing air and
water quality, enhancing biodiversity and
wildlife and taking good care of our most
valuable asset - SOIL, is what we as farmers
should be doing. We are on this planet as
custodians of the land and we must leave it
in a better state. As Nature Friendly Farmers I
believe we will achieve this.
Working with nature, not against it, is the
only sustainable way to farm - now more
than ever.

How do you see the role of the
farmer in the UK?
Farmers have one of the most important
roles in our society. The key role a farmer
has is to look after our Soils. Everything we
need to survive comes from just under our
feet.
By working with nature we can have a
fantastic environment where we can
produce nutrient dense healthy food to feed
our nation and make our society healthier
and happier. I also believe good farming
practices can help save the NHS. Too many
NHS patients have poor diets consisting of
foods low in nutritional value. As farmers we
can supply green prescriptions. We could be
known as the FARMACISTS!

What nature friendly farming
practices have you introduced
on your farm?
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What do you think of farming
policy and what needs to
change?

Now we have left the EU, I hope the UK and
the devolved nations can make agricultural
policy work for the individual countries and
we can reward farmers to work with nature.
The BPS system has in the past rewarded
some land owners either to destroy
biodiversity, habitats and the environment
or to do nothing - just by having the luxury
to own land. Huge numbers of common

- Buy locally produced seasonal food, and
insisting that the food they consume must
be more nutritionally dense.
- Use of wool products where possible,
rather than oil-based fibers needs to be a
priority.
- Farmers need to connect with consumers

and consumers need to connect with
farmers. Citizens are the ones that can drive
change for a better planet; they must take
responsibility for their actions along with the
farmers.

What nature friendly farming
methods do you need financial
support for?
We need a policy to financially reward us to
cut our stocking rate so we can farm to the
optimum rather than the maximum. This
will enable us to increase biodiversity on our
land, improve our soil, water and air quality
and produce better, more nutrient dense
food. Managing our hedgerows differently letting our hedges grow for a much longer
period would create a great increase of
food and habitat for wildlife. Different hedge
management regimes can also create timber
for coppicing and work for more rural
people.

How do your farming practices
make you more resilient to
climate change?
Cutting the inputs on our farm, looking at
our system holistically and looking at the
best assets we have here has been most
helpful. Farmers on smaller family farms
might have to have off farm income
to survive but time away from the
farm actually is not just a financial
benefit, but it’s good for our wellbeing too.

How will we get farming
to change?
By rewarding farmers to work
with nature not against it.

The change must be both policy driven, and
supported by consumers too. Currently we
have a system that also rewards landowners
to do nothing, and in some instances we
have people being rewarded that don’t have
control of land.
Rewarding a working farmed landscape to
work with nature at the forefront is key.

What is the value of the NFFN?
The NFFN is a group that understands why
we need to change our current systems.
Being a part of that is both rewarding and
encouraging. Agriculture can be a lonely
place anyway and especially so if we seem
to be doing things differently to the norm.
Peer pressure in the industry is a barrier to
change for many and being part of the NFFN
has given me the confidence to embrace
change.

